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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,

We bring a special flash back issue of Syncmag to you to celebrate the Independence Day of India and Pakistan.
We have included some of the spicy chit chats and biographies of most famous fashion and political icons like
HSY, Atiqa Odho, Zahid Ahmed and Zehra Zuberi. Independence Day being the celebration of freedom spread
different colors of Hope, Joy and Mausoleum across the borders. With the theme “Give Peace a Chance” we
celebrates Indo-Pak Independence day, the days which transcends the border lines when they meet each
other at midnight.
Quench your reading thirst by going through interesting articles on health and relationship. Get tips on making
friends with your neighbors and learn to do extremely relaxing massage movement on head.
Oscar is lined-up for early in 2015 but submissions of films have started and the exciting thing is that Pakistani
filmmakers are called for submission in the ‘Foreign Language Film Award’ category and thus most prestigious
celebrities of the industry are geared up to select one master piece, discover all the interesting details and
views of members of Pakistani Academy Selection Committee in this issue.
Not only this, we also bring you some high profile events held in Canada like World Partnership Walk and
some fashion events from across the globe. Feast your eyes with the colorful Eid Bazar organize by L’atelier
and much more inside.
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Tete A Tete
Sri Lankan President To
Visit Pakistan This Month

Is Militants Capture Key Base From Syrian Army: Monitor

BEIRUT: Islamic State militants captured the key Brigade 93 Syrian army base

in Raqa province overnight, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said on
Friday.“The IS took Brigade 93 after fierce fighting and a triple suicide bomb
attack,” Observatory chief Rami Abdel Rahman said, adding that government
forces now hold just one position in the province at Tabqa military airport.He
said IS militants were now preparing to attack the airport, the last bastion in the
province of President Bashar al-Assad’s forces.Since February, most of Raqa
has been held by the Islamic State after the militants ousted mainstream rebel
groups battling Assad’s regime.Some troops had already pulled out of Brigade
93 in July after IS captured Division 17, another base in the region where at least 85 people were killed in fighting or
summarily executed shortly afterwards, the Britain-based Observatory said.It said that in the fighting for Brigade 93, “36
soldiers were killed, some of whom were beheaded, while others died in the fighting or in the initial triple suicide bombing”
that launched the attack.At least 15 militants were killed, including the three suicide bombers who blew themselves
up at the entrance to the base at the start of the attack on Wednesday night. Assad had pledged to retake Raqa. Not
only has he failed to do so, he has lost his bases,” Abdel Rahman said.When he was sworn in for a third term, after an
election denounced by the opposition and much of the international community as a sham, Assad vowed to free Raqa
of “terrorists”.His regime uses the catch-all term to refer to all of those who oppose Assad’s rule, political opposition and
armed rebels alike. Since joining the conflict in Syria in spring 2013.

Alberta Ag Releasing Report On Gov’t Former CFL star Flory joins U of S
Travel As Premier Calls For Rcmp Huskies Coaching Staff
SASKATOON: Scott Flory is returning to the University
Review
EDMONTON - Alberta’s auditor general is scheduled to
release his long-awaited report into government travel after
a day that saw Alison Redford
resign her seat and a call
made for RCMP involvement.
Premier Dave Hancock wants
the RCMP to review the use
of provincial aircraft after
Redford, the former premier,
resigned her legislature seat
amid an ongoing controversy
over her travel expenses.
Hancock said the report
identifies a number of areas
of concern and it is in the public’s best interest to have
police look into the matter. A copy of the report leaked to
CBC found that passenger lists on government aircraft
were altered so that thenpremier Redford could fly alone.
She has denied directing her office to make any changes.
Conservative leadership candidate Thomas Lukaszuk
(loo-KAZ’-ik) says Albertans need to be reassured that no
one is above the law.
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of Saskatchewan. The former Montreal Alouettes star
offensive lineman has
joined
the
Huskies
coaching staff. Flory, a
Regina native, will serve
as the team’s offensive
run-game co-ordinator and
assist with other aspects of
the offence. Flory spent 15
years with the Alouettes,
where he was named a
CFL all-star nine times and won the league’s outstanding
offensive lineman award twice. He also captured three Grey
Cup titles with Montreal (2002, 2009 and 2010). Flory also
serves as the president of the CFL Players’ Association
and helped negotiate a new collective bargaining
agreement with the league over the off-season. “We are
very excited to have Scott join our coaching staff,” said
Huskies head coach Brian Towriss in a statement. “Scott’s
experience as a player in the CIS and CFL provides him
with a tremendous understanding of what it takes to run a
productive offence in the Canadian game.
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Robin Williams, Oscar-Winning Islamic State Takes Control Of Iraq’s
Actor And Comedian, Dead At 63 Largest Christian Town
KIRKUK: Militants took over Iraq’s largest Christian town
In Apparent Suicide
Qaraqosh and surrounding
Robin Williams, the versatile actor whose madcap
comic style made him one of television and film’s
biggest stars, was found dead on Monday from an
apparent suicide at his home in Northern California.
He was 63. The comedian’s
appeal stretched across
generations and genres,
from family fare as the voice
of Disney’s blue Genie in
“Aladdin” to his portrayal of a
fatherly therapist in the 1997
drama “Good Will Hunting,”
for which he earned his
sole Oscar. But many remembered the master of
impressions on Monday for his tender portrayal
in “Mrs. Doubtfire”, when he played the part of
a British nanny whose identity he assumed as a
divorced father to be with his children. Williams had
been recently suffering from severe depression,
his publicist Mara Buxbaum said in a statement,
and the actor had repeatedly talked about his past
struggles with alcohol.
“This morning, I lost my husband and my best
friend, while the world lost one of its most beloved
artists and beautiful human beings. I am utterly
heartbroken,” Williams’ wife Susan Schneider
said in a statement. The Marin County Sheriff’s
coroner’s division said it suspected Williams
committed suicide by asphyxia, but the cause of
death is still under investigation and an autopsy
will be conducted Tuesday.
The Sheriff’s office said it received an emergency
call about noon local time on Monday, saying
Williams was unconscious and not breathing at his
home near Tiburon, north of San Francisco.
Outside the family home in a neighborhood of low
slung houses with water views, people left flowers
and talked about the man who rode his bike around
and had a smile and a wave for children on the
street. “It wasn’t like having a celebrity,” said Sonja
Conti who said the actor would often ask about her
dog and nicknamed him “Dude.” “He was just a
normal, nice guy. People left him alone.”

areas on Thursday and
sent tens of thousands of
panicked residents fleeing
towards
autonomous
Kurdistan,
officials
and
witnesses
said.
Islamic
State (IS) militants moved
in overnight after the withdrawal of Kurdish peshmerga
troops, who are stretched thin across several fronts in Iraq,
residents said. “I now know that the towns of Qaraqosh,
Tal Kayf, Bartella and Karamlesh have been emptied of
their original population and are now under the control of
the militants,” Joseph Thomas, the Chaldean archbishop of
Kirkuk and Sulaimaniyah, told AFP. Qaraqosh is an entirely
Christian town which lies between Mosul, the militants’ main
hub in Iraq, and Arbil, the Kurdish region’s capital. It usually
has a population of around 50,000. Tal Kayf, the home of a
significant Christian community as well as members of the
Shabak Shia minority, also emptied overnight.

Sri Lankan President To Visit Pakistan This
Month

ISLAMABAD: Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapaksa
would visit Pakistan later this month. The announcement
of Sri Lankan president’s visit
to Islamabad came as the two
countries concluded their fourth
round of foreign secretary level
political consultations. No dates
have been given for the visit.
Foreign Office Spokes person
Tasneem Aslam told Dawn
that dates for the visit have not been finalised as yet. “The
consultations prepared ground for President Mahinda
Rajapaksa’s visit to Pakistan later this month,” the joint
statement issued after the secretary level parleys said.
Leaders of Pakistan and Sri Lanka during the upcoming visit
of President Rajapaksa would “take stock of the bilateral
relations and identify potential areas for cooperation to the
mutual benefit of the countries and its people.”
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, meanwhile, indicated trade
and economic relations as priority of his government for ties
with Sri Lanka.
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Grandeur aims to provide its clients
Uniquely orchestrated traditional
and feminine design clothing,
including everyday wear, semiformals, formals, bridal wears and
jewelry.
“I dream my paints and I paint my
dreams spring dreams. Saima
Abaidullah.”
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Tehzeeb MM Alam Road
www.facebook.com/page/
Grandeur-by-Saima-Abaidullah
/1389752751267416
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Drive To See Them Thrive 2014
Participate in The Citizens Foundation’s Drive to See
Them Thrive 2014 campaign! The Citizens Foundation
(TCF) Canada is a registered Canadian charity and is
Pakistan’s leading organization in the field of formal
education. Since 1995, TCF has established +1,000
purpose-built school with current enrollment of
+145,000 students (Almost 50% Female students)
across more than 100 cities and towns while providing
employment to over 11,500 individuals including
7,700 female teachers.
All of TCF’s schools are located in urban slums
and rural areas that are characterized by extreme
poverty, where the people neither have the means
nor access to quality education.The schools have an
entirely female faculty and the Education curriculum
is regularly evaluated through inspections and
assessments to ensure that the quality is up to the
highest standards.
About The Citizens Foundation (TCF)
TCF’s operating model is unique and has been crucial
to its success. These elements include purpose-built
campuses, schools being located in urban slums and
rural areas, consistent teacher training, low overhead
costs, and a single-minded focus to educate the
underprivileged children of Pakistan.

The vision of TCF is to remove barriers of class and
privilege and to make the citizens of Pakistan Agents
of Positive Change. We believe that access to basic
education is the right of each individual and not a
privilege. Apart from following the regular curriculum,
we focus on the character building of students to
equip them with high moral values and confidence.
To achieve these goals, TCF is constantly surveying
education-deprived communities in Pakistan to
extend its network. Each new location is appraised
through an extensive land survey, assessment of
population, income level, number and standard of
existing schools in the area, demand for new school
units, availability of an accessible site to build a
school, qualified teachers in the area and a number
of other criteria.
TCF Canada was formed in 2005 to support the
education of underprivileged children. TCF Canada is
run by a team of unpaid volunteers and is recognized
by Canada Revenue Agency for tax deductibility of
your donations. TCF Canada is audited by KPMG LLP.
For more information on how YOU can participate
in TCF’s Drive To See Them Thrive 2014 Campaign,
please visit us at http://www.tcfcanada.org/.
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Atiqa
Odho

Atiqa Odho a successful entrepreneur,
charismatic leader, kind philanthropist,
charming TV personality is proud of Pakistan. A
true patriotic and humanitarian spirit working
widely and hardly for the welfare of Pakistan
and its people.

Born into a religious Muslim family in Karachi, Pakistani films, making her debut with “Jo Darr
Pakistan on February 12, 1968, Atiqa started her Gya Woh Marr Gya” in 1995. Mummy, Mujhe Chand
career as a make-up artist and hairstylist in 1989. Chahiye and Abhi Tau Main Jawan Hun are among
While working as a make-up artist for various her other movies. Now she is one of the most
advertising agencies in Karachi, she was famous personalities of Pakistan.
discovered by television
Since 2009, she has also
personality, Anwar
. "There were lots of people who b e e n e n g a g e d i n
Maqsood. She stepped into
philanthropic activities. She
warned
me
against
doing
that
play.
TV Industry by making her
has been working for
They
all
said
that
I
would
be
slotted
debut in Anwar Maqsood's
Shaukat Khanum Memorial
forever in the de-glamorized role, H o s p i t a l , F a t m e e d
TV serial “Sitara Aur
Mehrunissa” in 1993, the role
but I went ahead and it worked." Foundation and as a social
turned her into a household
worker in "Hamara Mulk,
name in Pakistan. Since then
Hamaray Log". She is
she appeared in various successful dramas like currently the CEO of Odho Cosmetics, and Odho
Dasht, Nijaat, Zikar Hai Kai Saal Ka and most Productions. She is also the ambassador for the
recently in Humsafar. She didn’t contend to small campaign on awareness of breast cancer in
screen instead spread his acting skills to the big Pakistan.
screen and starred in a string of successful
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Aug - 31th Aug 2014
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Star appeal is an abstract phenomenon; some
entertainers are born with impeccable comic
timing, others with twinkling toes, while few
latch themselves on to a godfather and going
down the makeup and training route, strut the
stage. And then there are the few who simply
exude elements of style and give off vibes of an
elevated persona; it is done with such effortless
ease that the mass public cannot help but regard
the artist with a degree of awe.
The yuppie world of advertising is distinctly
different from the family sagas on television that
in turn differ tremendously from the garish arc
lights of Lollywood. To glide through these three
mediums, is a task few want to embrace whole
heartedly, yet this woman dabbled with all three;
nor was it mere experimentation Atiqa managed
to emerge almost triumphant.
Going by her career chart you do believe her
statement that all her roles have a strong
element of diversity to them. Instead of forever
playing the spoilt little princess or the Muslim
social drama post Sitara aur Mehrunnisa she
went on to dothe role of a slum- living,
perpetually pregnant woman in Nijaat which was

part of the family planning propaganda. "There
were lots of people who warned me against
doing that play. They all said that I would be
slotted forever in the de-glamorized role, but I
went ahead and it worked." Explaining how
"people think I take my work very lightly and it is
part time hobby for me but little do they know
that not only does it hold extreme importance in
my life I also do take it extremely seriously.”
It is back to television these days, not just as the
producer of a television serial that is going to be
directed by her long time friend Marina Khan.
Also on the cards is producing and hosting a talk
show aimed at showcasing the creative genius of
Pakistan.
"Basically I love people, and I feel that there are
so many of them who have contributed to society
not just by doing charity work or such noble acts
but even by generating a controversy they add to
the growing picture. I want to discuss with them
the good, the bad and all the other issues ranging
from the environment to what their interests
were and why they have spent their lives
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nurturing them. Having shot a number of episodes normal life went on."
I was very surprised to see that most of them are She is currently the CEO of Odho Cosmetics, and
very patriotic despite the fact that some have Odho Productions. Odho Cosmetics was setup in
gone through a pretty rough time here but December 2003. The company was started by her
amazingly their spirits do not sag."
to specifically handle beauty / vanity related
Since 2009, she has also been engaged in products for retail in Pakistan. Odho Cosmetics
philanthropic activities, giving her endless efforts was created because of her belief that the retail
towards women's causes in Pakistan. Breast business in Pakistan, especially in the vanity
Cancer awareness being one of them and Swat related sector is an untapped and rapidly growing
girl’s education being another. She has personally consumer market.
worked to help the girls of Swat stand up against Having acquired a certain amount of technical
militancy in their region from
knowledge courtesy
her public platform “OCOP - "Basically I love people, and I feel that workshops and classes in
Our Country Our People”.
happening New York, her
there
are
so
many
of
them
who
have
She has been working for
aim is to try and uplift the
contributed
to
society
not
just
by
Shaukat Khanum Memorial
entertainment industry
doing
charity
work
or
such
noble
acts
Hospital and is the
which has been completely
a m b a s s a d o r f o r t h e but even by generating a controversy ignored in this country for so
campaign on awareness of
many years. She is savvy
they add to the growing picture.
breast cancer in Pakistan.
enough to understand and
Atiqa has also been working
accept that overnight
for Fatmeed Foundation and as a social worker in miracles will not happen and with other, greater
"Hamara Mulk, Hamaray Log".
problems to be faced in a world gone mad, a
As a New Yorker she was there during the change in the entertainment industry will take
September 11 attacks, and you wonder if there was time and oodles of patience. The realization does
a feeling of vulnerability and fear at any time for a nothing to deter her. This modern day sophisticate
foreigner in Manhattan? She denies it, utterly used rushes around, flashing her diamonds one
to absorbing all in to her stride and claims not to moment, balancing her briefcase the next,
have faced or felt any kind of discrimination or instructing the secretary all the time. The phone
difficulty. "The emotional reactions of the masses buzzes constantly. It's just another working day in
were exhibited and then it just all retreated as the life of a woman named Atiqa.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Aug - 31th Aug 2014
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Flag Hoisting Ceremony to Mark 68th Independence Day of Pakistan
Organized by: Consul General of Pakistan Canada
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ZAHID
AHMED
We spoke to the very talented, outstanding and
versatile personality-the face of Quaid in SAWA
14th August. Truly the source of enthusiasm, joy
and proud for all Pakistanis. He is a true citizen in
dress of the legend-The Quaid.

Syncmag: How would you introduce yourself to our
readers?
Zahid: I'd say Hi I am Zahid Ahmed, Pakistan's new
benchmark in versatile acting.

to myself and family that I could get a good education,
excel rapidly in corporate, chose companies, switched at
will, grew steadily for a decade, before finally taking the
plunge into independent artistry.
By that time I had no one in my life questioning or not
trusting the decision.

Syncmag: We would like to know something about
your education, your family?
Zahid: Pretty boring stuff, Masters in Marketing, 10
Syncmag: You are currently playing the role of
years working in telecom...before I got serious with life
“Quaid” in Anwar Maqsood’s Theater Series“SAWA
and started acting Two elder brothers, eldest massively
14August”, how did you get this golden chance?
talented in music but chose to be a banker. The other one
is more like a whale, gliding through
Zahid: A Kopykats production is
whatever ocean may come. Mom is
presenting this play, and they have been
my hero, a teacher by profession and My Inspiration Behind friends of mine since we all started
just a warrior at heart. Never really
doing theater in 2006 in Islamabad.
Coming Into Showbiz They gave “Pawany 14 August” (the
got close to Dad...probably the alpha
male syndrome.
prequel to Sawa) and a remake of the
Was More Spiritual classic
“Aangan Terha”, both with
Than Anything Else Anwar Maqsood’s writing. During
Syncmag: You got degree in
MBA(Marketing) and then turned
Pawnay, between the 100 odd shows
to opt for “acting” as a profession?
spread across 3 cities, they changed 3
Any inspiration or other factor behind stepping in
actors for Jinnah’s role, not really satisfied with any
showbiz?
particular one. Dawar, leader of KK and director, felt
Zahid: Believe it or not, my inspiration behind coming
there was much more to Jinnah than the stiff Sherwani
borne angelic figure we revere him as. That he too was
into showbiz was more spiritual than anything else.
Reason being that acting, direction and fantasizing comes
human and must get angry or amused and indulge in
simpler luxuries. Alongside that, whoever portraying him
more naturally to me than anything else. So for me to be at
must exhibit that unmistakable aura of sophistication and
peace internally, meant that I must do what I am
have the thunder in his speeches. I will professionally
absolutely best at and that which I love. So after proving
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villain, but basically I had the style, the sleek cute acting
method and the kind of physical structure which could be
very believable for playing Jinnah. Add 2 months of severe
rehearsals with diet control and voila!
Syncmag: To play a role of such a highly prestige and
great leader is very demanding & requires lot of hard
work to come up with, indeed you play it amazingly.
How did you make it happen?
Zahid: To quote myself from the play’s brochure, “This role
lay on the other side of an ego death for me”. Most of
Quaid’s traits that I had to embody and portray were very

leader was truly the challenge, for I am one of those actors
who absolutely must display the entire spectrum of the
character through expressions, body language and how it all
changes as the story progresses. The second biggest
challenge was the physical appearance.We don’t believe in
latex on stage as it restricts movement a lot. So I had to lose a
lot of weight in very short time. I went on a crash diet of
literally nothing but carrots for food and hot water for drink
and ended up going from 88kgs to 72 and 38 at the waist to
32 in a month and a half. The fatigue and weaknesses
translated well into the character’s emotional aspects as
well.

An uncanny energy surrounds the man, whoever
is playing him. I have had senior citizens in the
audience coming up on stage to hug and cry just
because I succeeded in reminding them of
Jinnah for a fleeting moment.

Syncmag: Do you feel some positive energy in you or
any charisma surrounding you while in the get up of
MuhammadAli Jinnah?
Zahid: This question made me smile. You’ve hit the
jackpot! A uncanny energy surrounds this man. Whoever is
playing him. I have had senior citizens in the audience
coming up on stage to hug and cry just because I succeeded
in reminding them of Jinnah for a fleeting moment. The rest
of the cast becomes careful and immensely respectful
around you. The director never calls you by your name
anymore and even in social life people prefer calling you
Quaid.As for myself, it is an emotional rollercoaster…at the
end of the play there is a flurry of people every day, taking
pictures, autographs and the works. But somehow it was
more harder for me to enjoy the praise while in Jinnah’s get
up. Theres more a sense of “Yeah I hope you’ll retain
something useful that Quaid said” rather than just being

much in sync with my strengths. The thundering speeches,
the croaky sexy voice, the polite yet firm gestures, the air of
authority…but the biggest challenge was bringing the
humility in this warrior. He remains the only leader in
existence to have won a country through power of debate.
So he was vicious in his words but hated violence. He felt
the plight of Muslims but didn’t want to opt for aggression.
He was after all the founder of one of the only two
ideological states in the world, the other is Israel. So to bring
in that particular quality of being a razor sharp yet humble
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Zahid: Radio’s the love! Radio has this secret fantasy tinge
to it that no other medium has. They can fall in love with
your voice and showmanship and after that, they will form
an image of you in their own head which is perfect and you
never need to spoil it! I believe that a good radio anchor can
still be a superstar in this day and age. Specially, since
everything else has exposed and the element of mystery is
all but gone.
Syncmag: Anything that inspires and motivate you
thoroughly in your life?
Zahid: Failure. It is the one stimulus that if you know how
to convert, is found everywhere every day. Know it, feel it,
correct it and you are one level better every day.

He remains the only leader in existence to have
won a country through power of debate. So he
was vicious in his words but hated violence. He
felt the plight of Muslims but didn’t want to
opt for aggression. He was after all the founder
of one of the only two ideological states in the
world, the other is Israel

Syncmag: What is the most important achievement of
your life?
Zahid: Accepting who I am. An amiable naïve optimistic
artistic schmuck who knows the world is evil but still only
believes in applying power of good.
Syncmag: What are your future plans?
Zahid: Schmucks don’t plan…but a whole of theater
coming till 2015.After that, movies probably.
Syncmag: Would you like to give any advice to our
readers!
Zahid: Monitor your inside. Fill it only with things that
make you happy. Only when you are content inside, are you
of any good to yourself or others .
Syncmag: What’s next immediately after Sawa 14?
Zahid: Half plate. Another Anwar Maqsood classic being
done for stage…and what I am most excited about is the
role the director has chosen for me. It is the complete
opposite of anything I’ve ever done and doesn’t play on my
strengths at all. I play a dumb goofy almost illiterate
Punjabi fat guy. Purposely have I chosen this to shatter the
image of Jinnah. Typecast me now!

Syncmag: How would you define your life’s best
moments?
Zahid: Every time I have been able to create sheer joy for
someone else. High quality joy!
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Lawn 2014
Spring is the time when love flows with
breeze. Sobia Nazir Lawn Collection
explicitly goes with spring romantic aura as
she revealed her Spring/Summer Lawn
Collection 2014. Sobia Nazir is one of the
most popular fashion designers in
Pakistan!s Fashion Industry. She is widely
known for Sobia Nazir Lawn, which has
become market sensation since its launch
four years back. Her label is all glam,
luxurious, classy and elegant. It is at the
cutting edge of ultra model women!s
fashion and the most popular designer label
not only in Pakistan but also in United
Kingdom and United States. She has been
at the forefront of many design innovations
that have stormed the market. Her
dedication to every piece she creates is
visible in the r finish and individual
concepts.
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Lawn 2014

Sobia Nazir
Lawn Collection 2014
Available at all leading stores
For wholesale enquiries
0092 300 8506166
st
th

www.syncmag.ca
| 01 Aug - 31 Aug 2014
www.sobianazir.net
Facebook.com/studioSN

World Patnership Walk 2014
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After acclaimed successes in the world
of womenswear, premier designer
textile house Kayseria presents its first
ever jewellery collection. Kayseria
Fine Jewels a range of exquisite
hand crafted silver ornaments. The
collection features a unique fusion of
intricate contemporary and traditional
designs embedded on 22 carat silver,
set with semi-precious stones.
Ranging from PKR 2600 to PKR 8600,
the new collection is now available
at Kayseria select stores in limited
quantities.
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“

‘The King of Couture’
celebrates 2014 as his 20th
year in fashion as a couturier,
show director, event architect,
and choreographer.

It’s been quite a journey these past two
decades and a very fulfilling one at that! I
have been fortunate to have been a part of
Pakistan’s fashion industry from when it was a
mere fledgling, to playing a part in what it is
today, a thriving, vibrant space.

Celebrating 20 Years
Hassan Sheheryar Yasin
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T

he Mr. BIG of South Asian
Fashion industry: HSY
definitely needs no
introduction. His personality is
not bound in any way to draw a
silver lining amongst the most
shining stars of the Pakistan’s
Fashion Industry his fame is
making ripples around the
globe. He is known as the “King
of Couture”. He has perfected a
formula for casual elegance
that combines luxury and
comfort in a purely traditional
way. HSY’s designs evoke a
feeling of timelessness and
pinnacle of luxury which is the
essential component of
investment dressing today.
Even after 20 years in business,
his collections continue to

improve tremendously.
Simplicity, luxury, and comfort
the foundation of his early
collections are still at the core of
the clothes he designs today. His
customers include working
women, society ladies and their
offspring , as well as celebrities.
And since it is no secret that his
clients love him as much as they
do his clothes, there is little doubt
that his legendary charm has
contributed enormously to his
success.
While it appears that HSY’s star
has risen effortlessly, his success
was achieved the old-fashioned
way: through years of hard work,
perseverance and enthusiasm.
In his 20 years of fashion, HSY’s
revolutionary role has been of

I was brought up
by a single
woman, my
mother is a very
bold & hard
working lady. she
is like a strongest
code for me, the
inspiration of my
work and life. I’ve
learned to face
challenges and
to tackle things
from her.
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This was the most frightening phase of
my life. However, my spirits were high
and at that point in time I wanted to do
things my way in order to prove that I
could make a mark in this world and
could do things on my terms and
conditions
momentous sway, working to
shape the itinerary of the Pakistani
fashion industry and to create
new professional benchmarks
through his innovative fashion
design, marketing and
promotion, creating space for
cross brand synergies and
collaborations and crafting new
stylistic directions for runway
shows and fashion weeks.
As HSY completes his 20 years of
success, we have decided to
portray his lifestyle and highlight a
variety of unique aspects that
focus on both his personal and
professional life throughout his
journey towards success.

It is said that behind every
successful man there is a women
and it’s the one thing that is more
than true for HSY as per his own
acknowledgment. He often
relates his success and being here
in the fashion industry to that
special lady- his mentor, his
inspiration his Mother. Hassan’s
love and dedication for his
mother is prominent as he uses to
dedicate his work and success to
her at various occasions. In his
own words.
Hassan is known to be a very
inspirational person, with deep
thoughts and high ambitions.
Challenges motivate him. It’s the
same motivational strength which
allowed him to overcome a
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tragic episode of his life,
referencing to the major car
accident at the age of 18
resulting in loss of eye sight and
undergoing multiple surgeries for
restoration. Owing to the
proactive life he had lived before
the accident he simply could not
succumb to the idea of living a life
in darkness. It was a frightening
experience for him. His patience,
courage and strive to be the best
made him what he is today. He is
indeed an inspiration for the
youth that anything is possible if
you set your mind to it. Hence, the
young boy who once lost his sight
is now called the “King of
Couture”, the phenomenal icon
of Pakistan Fashion Industry.
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HSY Philosophy:
No matter how much fashion
changes, what women want is
always the same: clothes that not
only feel comfortable on, but
that allow them to feel
comfortable in any situation.
They want to know they look
good—no matter where they
are, what they are doing, or what
kind of shape they’re in.
HSY has gained such insight into
what women demand of their
wardrobes. He believes that your
personality defines the clothes
not the other way round.
To combine contemporary
silhouettes with traditional
techniques of old, making it
appealing to an international
clientele who have an
appreciation for the grandeur
and extravagance of a regal
past but expect further
innovation and creativity. Hassan
believes that every designer has
different view of fashion:
Hassan Sheheryar Yasin is
involved in a lot of projects of his
own and also does shows for

charity organizations every year.
HSY
employees benefit from
sponsored vocational training
and schooling for children who
want to learn job skills.
HSY also did a charity show in
Prague was for the President and
the First Lady, at which point he
said: “It was a great honor and
lots of fun. Max Mara (a leading
Italian designer) was also in this
show. We both showed our
collections together on the same
ramp, which was a first for a
Pakistani designer. This was a big
show because we were doing it
for the President and it was also a
charity event. The proceeds went
to UNICEF. It was a lot of fun
especially since we were doing it
for a good cause”.
HSY wants to bridge the gap
between different ethnicities and
to promote our culture and
society to the outside world, to
promote a positive image of
PAKISTAN.
The world will not see Pakistan as
fundamentalist and extremist
nation, but a more progressive

and talented nation with a rich
culture and vibrant colors. With
the right kind of media coverage,
we can portray the softer image
of Pakistan, because that is what
we really are! There is a new
Pakistan and it’s amazing that
people have started to
recognize that!

I like to do what I
enjoy and I feel
that fashion is not
just about clothes,
it's a lifestyle. And I
want HSY to be a
lifestyle product I
want people to be
able to buy into
the lifestyle that
HSY represents,
something for
everyone
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10 Reasons to Believe In Marriage

M

arriages are made in heaven. However, this old saying is losing its essence now. Divorce
rates have increased substantially over the last few years across the world.
Does this imply that the institution of marriage is losing its significance? Of course not
as the institution of marriage is the foundation of all relationships. Hence, there still are
reasons to believe in marriages. In this article, we shall discuss reasons to believe in marriages. It also
points out some relationship advices on how to maintain a healthy marriage.
Forms A Basis: A foundation
or a base is needed for every
relationship to sustain. Marriage
provides that base for the
relationship.
Believing
in
marriage can lead to a strong and
successful partnership.
Brings Responsibility: Marriage
is the only institution that makes
one responsible. Responsibility
to keep his/her spouse happy is
the biggest of them all.

Family: The one thing that will
always be with you in your good
and bad times is family. To start
a family, you need to get married
and believe in the institution of
marriage.

that it is a tried and tested formula
for a happy life. Therefore, one
relationship advice is to trust
what your fathers have done,
they sure wouldn’t have been so
wrong.
Stability: Marriage provides
the emotional stability that one
needs. It is essential for one to
believe in marriage to get the
required stability.

Societal Acceptance: One needs
to believe in marriage to get
social acceptance. In our society,
marriage is almost a compulsion.
A man or a woman needs to
be married after a certain age, Partner For Life: Marriage gives
Growth: Once you formalize your according to the rules of the you a partner for life. You need to
relationship, there will be growth society.
believe in marriage because this
for the couple. A couple can
is what will give you the balance
grow when they start living out
in life. It will give you a partner to
together after marriage.
share your good and bad times
together.
Commitment:
Love
needs
Balance: Marriages give you a
commitment, and you will get
balance in life. You know you
the commitment only when you
believe in marriage and take your
have a family waiting for you
relationship to the next level.
every night after work and this is
This is one relationship advice to Tried And Tested: One of the best what helps you maintain balance
reasons to believe in marriage is in life.
have a good married life.
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Warda Designer 2014 Spring/Summer
collection is extremely elegant. The
collection includes beautiful digital
printed designs and embroidered
women’s wears incorporating light and
bright attractive hues of colors.Warda is
one of the most prominent and
foremost Clothing Brand of Pakistan.
We just love its latestS/SCollection.
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Warda Prints
Lawn Collection 2014
Photography:Yasir Nisar
www.wardaprints.com
www.facebook.com/wardaprints
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Up Close and Personal With

ZEHRAH
ZUBERI
I was born in Laval and I moved
to Islamabad, Pakistan when I
was a month old. My
elementary schooling in
Pakistan greatly helped me in
gaining fluency in Urdu as well
as English. At the age of twelve
I finally moved back to Laval.
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D

uring this period I frequently
visited family in Canada.
Upon my return, I went to
Laval Liberty High and attained my
DEC from Vanier College. I recently
graduated from John Molson School
of Business, at Concordia University,
in Marketing.
Fashion has always been a passion for
me. I remember sketching designs
from a very young age and assisting
my mother in designing clothes for my
sister’s wedding at the age of 11. As I
grew older, I understood styles better
and was able to determine what
looked best on certain body types. I
started my fashion design business
after I attained the skill of sewing.

friends, they automatically became
my first clients. Slowly over the years I
created around a hundred different
garments for my family and friends. As
I was still in school at this time it gave
me an opportunity to slowly establish
myself in the Montreal market and
gain recognition. During this period I
designed different custom pieces for
individual clients. These pieces
ranged from casual desi wear to bridal
mehndi lehngas and even prom
dresses. Alongside designing clothes,
I also design accessories which
include hand-made clutches and
necklace sets. My accessory line was
launched last year under the brand
name ZeeGlam, and has been very
popular ever since.

Since appreciation was high for my
designs amongst my family and

Once I completed my bachelors’
degree I jumped to the opportunity to

create my first designer line of
clothing. My designer couture brand
is called Zehrah Zuberi Couture.
Zehrah Zuberi Couture launched its
first line at the second Montreal
Shaadi Show, in March of 2014. Every
piece is designed with attention to
detail and there is something for
everyone. I also do custom orders for
clients to fit their needs and deliver
the perfect tailored outfit according
to their preference. Every piece is
designed with the best quality fabrics
and material to have durability and
give a one of a kind, rich look.
In the future, I look forward to serving
every need of the show-stopping
bride, the teen who wishes to stand
out at her prom, and the unique
individual within all of us.
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FREYWILLE INTRODUCES THREE NEW
MONET LINES TO CANADA

VANCOUVER: FREYWILLE Vancouver, the famous Austrian luxury brand’s only Canadian boutique,
announces that it is now offering customers three new lines from FREYWILLE’s Hommage a Claude
Monet collection. The new lines, Giverny, Honfleur and Orangerie join Blue Irises, the Monet-inspired
set that has been an enormous success for many years. And with these new lines, FREYWILLE’s artists
have demonstrated their tremendous skill and creativity in reviving the atmosphere of Impressionism.
In Giverny, we see flora, raw nature, light and the abstract colours for which Monet is famous. With
intricate detail, the FREYWILLE artists have captured the impressionistic brushstrokes, and reflections
dancing elegantly on grass and blossoms.
As Monet preferred red, orange and rosé colours for his chrysanthemum paintings, FREYWILLE’s artists
adopted this palette for Honfleur. In the gold contour in calligraphic style, we also see Monet’s enthusiasm
for Japanese art.
Claude Monet created his garden at Giverny to be a place of rest and reflection. The FREYWILLE design
Orangerie is about the atmosphere’s influence on personal reflection, thought and mood. With water
lilies, fragrant flowers, and warm sunlight, Orangerie suggests a perfect idyll. All of this is contained in 18k
and 24k-plated fire-enamel jewellery, the finest of its kind in the world. As always, FREYWILLE’s famously
fabulous silk scarves are made to match. As with all FREYWILLE products, their sheer gorgeousness must
be seen to be believed.
Canadian customers are welcome to contact Vancouver, which arranges mail orders for customers from
Halifax to Victoria. They are also, of course, welcome to visit the boutique, which is at 511 Howe Street
(at Pender) and which is open Monday-Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and is open during off hours for
those who wish to shop privately.
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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Call For Oscar Submission For Pakistani FilmMakers
The Pakistani Academy Selection Committee invites Pakistani filmmakers to submit their films
for Oscar consideration in the ‘Foreign Language Film Award’ category for the 87th Academy
Awards. In 2013, the Pakistani Academy Selection Committee selected “ZindaBhaag” as the first
Pakistani film in over fifty years to be submitted for Oscar consideration in the ‘Foreign Language
Film Award’ category.
The committee is chaired by Emmy and Academy award winning documentary filmmaker Sharmeen
Obaid Chinoy and includes MehreenJabbar (veteran of the industry, with a prolific career as
Director/Producer of gritty, hard-hitting films for Pakistani Television),Mohsin Hamid (author of the
novels Moth Smoke, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, and How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia),
Ali Zafar (Pakistani actor, music composer and singer-songwriter), AkifaMian(writer, director and
assistant professor of Film at Beaconhouse National University), FramjiMinwalla (professor at IBA
whose research and teaching interests include Performance history, visual and cultural studies,
film studies, media and communications and all forms of theory), SaminaPeerzada(film actress and
director who has appeared in numerous films and television serials), Iram Parveen Bilal (director
of JOSH and CEO and Founder of Parveen Shah Productions, a film production company with
offices in Pakistan and Los Angeles), MeeshaShafi (actress, model and a singer who has appeared
in Pakistani, Hollywood and Bollywood films such asWaar, The Reluctant Fundamentalist and
BhaagMilkhaBhaag), Rohail Hyatt (Pakistani musician, songwriter and founder of Coke Studio),
and Nadia Jamil (Pakistani actress known for RaatChali Hay JhoomKe, MerayPaasPaas and
Beauty Parlor ).
The committee will choose one film as Pakistan’s official submission for the, ‘Foreign Language
Film Award.’ A foreign language film is defined as a feature-length motion picture produced outside
the United States of America with a predominantly non-English dialogue track.
The Pakistani Academy Selection Committee will announce its nomination for award consideration
on 15th September 2014.
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Ali Zafer
“It’s an honour to be a part
of the committee. I am
looking forward to some
authentic, indigenous and
entertaining cinema from
Pakistan.”

Mohsin Hamid
“It’s fantastic to be part
of this effort to raise the
visibility of Pakistani
cinema internationally.
Plus,
selfishly,
it’s
enormous fun to get to
watch all these films.
And this year already
seems to have many
more Pakistani releases
than last.”

Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy
“The
Pakistani
film
industry is beginning to
slowly stand on its own
two feet. Filmmakers are
experimenting with style
and form and we are
slowly starting to carve
out a place for ourselves
in
the
international
sphere. I’m excited to
see what our talented
filmmakers will bring to
the table this year.”

Meesha Shafi
“Looking forward to playing
my part in the Oscar Selection
Committee. What a treat to
watch and critique some of the
most promising Pakistani films
of the year. This is precisely the
kind of incentive our filmmakers
need to actively produce great
cinema and most importantly,
dream big!”

Akifa Mian
“In my view, Pakistani films
having the opportunity to
go to the Oscars is a “future
investment”. It will help create
quality film productions which
can compete in the global
market as well as start a much
needed dialogue with the rest
of the world. Our stories need
to be told to the world to help
shed many misconceptions
that exist, in addition to give
an understanding about our
culture and people in our own
voice.”

Rohail Hyatt
“With the recent boom of films
in Pakistan, one hopes that an
industry is being reborn with
the right values and will help
to serve as a reflection of what
it means to be Pakistani - not
just to ourselves but to the
outside world. This, I believe,
is a healthy direction and I look
forward to playing my part to
showcase and highlight such
ventures.”
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Iram Parveen Bilal
“Pakistani cinema’s true
revival depends on making
internationally viable films.
We must encourage and
develop a quality of cinema
that stands our ground in
the international market, not
just Pakistan and Pakistani
audiences. My focus in this
committee will be voting
for a film of such quality that
transcends space and time.”

Framji Minwalla
“Serving as a juror on
the
Pakistan
Academy
Selection Committee is
both a humbling honor
and a daunting prospect.
Humbling to be asked,
and to participate in the
company of such august
fellow jurors.
Daunting
because of the diversity of
good, new movies produced
this year by supremely
talented filmmakers.”

Mehreen Jabbar
“I am excited to be
part of the committee
especially at a time
when the trend to make
features continues at
an accelerated pace
in Pakistan. Looking
forward to seeing new
and
exciting
work
coming out.”

Samina Peerzada
“Every film that we create
is a testimony that we are
alive. I am looking forward
to another great year for
Pakistani cinema.”

Nadia Jamil
“All the colors, music,textures, the histories, landscapes, romance,
the evolving dynamics of tradition and modernity, the songs, the
violence, resilience, laughter and tears, the many many layers of the
sub-continent and Pakistan’s place in it, no better place to watch and
experience these stories than the new exciting, evolving cinema of
Pakistan today. I can’t wait to watch it all unfold. It’s already proving
to be an exhilarating and utterly authentic experience.”
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Kayseria Presented At Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
Amsterdam July 2014
Following several successful runway shows this year in Pakistan and Dubai, premier designer
textile house Kayseria have now added Amsterdam to their portfolio by recently presenting
a special collection at the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Amsterdam July 2014.
The “Pakistan Unlimited” collection by Kayseria presented at Amsterdam is a refreshing
fusion of contemporary and traditional Eastern wear. The fabrics used are flowy Chiffons,
Shamose Silks, Cotton nets, Organzas and Jaquards.The collection bears a unique blend of
neon greens, florescent pinks, whites and oranges.Print inspirations are Truck Art, Confetti,
Marble designs and basic block colors and embroideries. The embellishments have been
clearly picked out and comprise of coins and pearls. The Gold accessories and pearls add
an extra oomph to the flowy materials and cuts. The collection as the name suggests is a
reflection of Pakistani origin in a Western and frees spirited way showing variation of design,
print and color.
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The Different Colours of Freedom
Independence Days in Pakistan and India

Hope, Joy And Mausoleum Climbing
Flying flags, tucking into sweetmeats, parades,
singing national anthems, fireworks in the air
freedom gives everyone a reason to party.
Independence Days are a official public holiday in
most countries, with government offices, banks and
schools enjoying a day off throughout nations.In
most countries, it commemorates the date on which
the country overcame an occupier and declared a
new and free nation. Celebrated with a variety of
festivities that vary according to the customs and
traditions of the country, Independence Day is also
a day when citizens get an opportunity to collectively
remember its symbolism and nationalistic values
and the sacrifices the nation’s founders made.
In most places leaders had to face a difficult struggle
that gave birth to their modern country. While some
countries attach religious significance to their
independence day, for many nations, it is a secular
ceremony that each and every citizen participates
in together. Whether it’s waving flags and dancing
in the streets of Lahore, or flying kites on rooftops
in New Delhi, the celebration of Independence
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Aug - 31th Aug 2014

Day is a powerful reminder of the enduring love for
freedom, togetherness and self-destiny for people
of one country. In Asia, August is a pretty special
time, and there are several nations celebrating their
Independence Day in this month. Pakistan, S. Korea,
India, and Indonesia celebrate their Independence
in succession, one after the other on August 14, 15
and 17.
More than 90 years of British rule ended in the Indian
sub-continent when the partition of India took place
in 1947, and self-governing countries of Pakistan
and India came into existence. Pakistan celebrates
its Independence Day a day earlier on August 14 to
allow the British viceroy, Lord (Louis) Mountbatten,
to grace the ceremony in India on the following
day, August 15 Independence Day dawns in the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan with special prayers in
mosques for prosperity and progress in the nation.
In the capital, Islamabad, 31 artillery guns boom to
commence the celebrations. Buildings are brightly
illuminated with fairy lights, national flags, banners
and balloons in green and white colours.
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Transcending Borderlines: Give Peace a Chance
Love is when India’s and Pakistan’s respective
Independence Days meet each other at midnight.
Colorful rallies, folk dances and processions on the
street are carried out in all small and major towns
and cities. Children and women wear their finest
green costumes. Women apply intricate henna
designs in their hands, while young boys and girls
get their faces painted in green and white.
There’s saffron, white and green in the air in India
on August 15. Men and women from all over India
came together to fight for freedom from British
colonial rule, which was obtained in 1947. On
August 15, the Prime Minister of India unfurls the
tricoloured flag saffron, white and green at Red Fort
in the country’s capital, New Delhi. A salutation of
21 guns follows. Families and friends get together
in the afternoon for lavish feasts complete with
delicious sweets in different colours. Schools,
homes and institutions conduct flag hoisting
ceremonies, sing patriotic songs and recall the
difficult but worthy beginnings of India. Fireworks,
parades and concerts are a part of the celebrations,
but the kite flying competitions are perhaps one of
the most beautiful and significant expressions of
the free spirit of the nation. Multi coloured kites in
different shapes and sizes float about high in the
sky, controlled by glass-encrusted cotton thread
which the owners use to fight friends or strangers.
Very deftly, they coax their kites to reach across the
sky in a way that the abrasive string cuts through
the strings of other kites.

but despite partition there has been no change in
tradition, eating habits, living style and language.
Even today, people of both countries celebrate
independence day on the night of August 14-15 at
Wagah Border.
People of both area speak same language and
enjoy the same cuisine. The land was divided, but
people could not. Relatives are in both countries
and they go to each others places through Thar
Expres. Everything is same at both places and in
such situation, to strengthen the relations between
both countries. The celebrations in both countries
are marked with colorful pageantry and showcase
the culture and power of the respective country.
There is a growing movement to celebrate the
two independence day together to show solidarity
and push for peace between the two countries.
Pakistanis and Indians gather at the Wagah border
between India and Pakistan to wish each other a
happy Independence Day and light candles. Both
celebrations are a treat to watch if you happen to be
in the country. If you are traveling in India you can
catch the celebrations in Delhi or any of the other
major cities. Pakistani and Indian Independence
Day is also celebrated by nationals wherever they
are, so you can always catch one near you. These
events are a source of pride for the communities
and include traditional dances, singing, food, and
fashion shows. If you can’t be in India or Pakistan
this year for the celebrations this week, there
is probably a celebration planned this weekend
somewhere near you.

Transcending borderlines: Give Peace a Chance
Love is when India’s and Pakistan’s respective
Independence Days meet each other at midnight.
Although, by drawing a line on the lands of India, Syncmag wishes all Pakistanis and Indians a very
two countries have been made India and Pakistan, blessed Independence Day…Live to Glow!
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Henna Eid Fundraiser Event for Palestine
Organized by Hafsa Hassan
Most likely everyone is aware of the atrocities currently happening
in Gaza, Palestine. As Eid was approaching I thought of creating
a Henna Eid Fundraiser Event for Palestine. I wanted to raise
awareness and make everyone realize what is actually happening
in Palestine and every other country where innocent lives are
being oppressed. My cousin, Noozah Ansari, helped me out to
apply henna on all guests. We charged 5$ for every henna design
done on each side of the customer’s hand. We both have an artistic
side and love to apply henna designs. This fundraiser was held at
Boutique Anarkali on Sources where people were also able to look
around for Eid clothes and jewellery while waiting to get their
henna done. We ended up surpassing our expectations and raised
$1,200! All donations were given towards Emergency Aid in Gaza
through Islamic Relief Fund Canada. Alhamdulillah! When you do
something for the cause of Allah, He helps you gain more than
what you expect. Not only did we gain joy by collecting so much
money for Gaza but the event itself was amazing. All the girls that
showed up had a wonderful time. Its times like these that help
our community unite and create a bond for a good cause! It was
definitely a great experience and I’m hoping to be able to organize
more events like these.
For those who are unaware about the situation in Gaza, here
is a little information. For over 60 years, Israel has been using
advanced weapons and Zionist American financial support
against the Palestinian people that have no money, no army, no
weapon and no central government. Recently, the atrocities in
Palestine have worsened. Israel has been attacking Gaza nonstop
destroying refugee camps, schools, apartment blocks, mosques
and slums. They’re dropping illegal white phosphorus bombs on
innocent Palestinian civilians; tearing bodies apart, raping women
and torturing men, notably children. Even with all this cruelty
happening, no country is taking action to stop this genocide. Every
country is blinded by money and power. That’s when we have to
play our part. We have to take action. As Gandhi once said: “Be
the change you wish to see in the world.” May Allah protect all
our oppressed brothers and sisters all around the world and grant
them victory over the oppressors. Ameen.
NB: For those interested, I also do Party & Bridal Henna. Please
contact me on 514-994-9693 for Bookings & Rates.
Thank You
Hafsa Hassan
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3rd Annual Eid Bazaar L’atelier, Islamabad & Lahore
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Federer, Wawrinka Advance At Rogers Cup
TORONTO: Roger Federer launched his North
American hard court campaign and bid for an 80th
career title in impressive style blowing past Canadian
Peter Polansky 6-2, 6-0 in the second round of the

Rogers Cup, while Stan Wawrinka, Ernests Gulbis
and Richard Gasquet also advanced in the US Open
warm-up on Tuesday. Seeing his first action since
an epic five set loss to world number one Novak
Djokovic in the Wimbledon final, Federer lacked
sharpness at times but still barely worked up a good
sweat on a balmy summer evening needing just 52
minutes to dispose of the Canadian wild card.
Third seed Wawrinka made it a perfect evening for
the Swiss as he rallied for a 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-2) win
over determined French qualifier Benoit Paire.
Latvian 11th seed Gulbis moved into the second
round with a 6-3, 6-4 win against Joao Sousa of
Portugal while Gasquet beat local favourite Vasek
Pospisil 7-5, 7-5. Joining Pospisil and Polansky at
the exit were compatriots Frank Dancevic, a 5-7, 6-0,
6-3 loser to American Donald Young and Brayden
Schnur, who dropped a 6-3, 6-3 decision to Italy’s
Andreas Seppi. Promising Australian teenager Nick
Kyrgios defeated Santiago Giraldo 7-6 (7-3), 7-5 to
set up a second-round meeting with Andy Murray.
Australian Bernard Tomic was unable to follow
Kyrgios as a winner, losing 3-6, 7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (8-6)
to Ivo Karlovic as the Croatian took revenge for a
loss in the Bogota final last month. Italian 16th seed
Fabio Fognini beat Mikhail Youzhny 6-4, 6-3, while
Spain’s Tommy Robredo stopped German Philipp
Kohlschreiber 6-3, 7-6 (7-3).
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Athletes Bemoan Lack Of Training On Glasgow
Return
ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan contingent arrived
here on Tuesday following their participation at the
Commonwealth Games blaming lack
of preparation for the event where they
managed to win three silver medals
and one bronze. The 63-member
squad was received by Acting Director
General of the Pakistan Sports Board
(PSB) Chaudhry Salamat Ali and other
officials at the Benazir Bhutto International Airport. PSB
Director General Dr. Akhtar Nawaz Ganjera, however,
didn’t return with the contingent from Glasgow and
sources informed that he extended his trip for few days.
At the Games, which see participation from former
British colonies, Pakistan won medals in wrestling,
judo and boxing. Wrestlers Qamar Abbas and Azhar
Hussain won silver and bronze respectively while
judoka Shah Hussain Shah and boxer Mohammad
Waseem were the other medal winners as Pakistan
finished at 23rd place in the medals race.
Icc Set To Review Anderson-Jadeja Decision
LONDON: The International Cricket Council (ICC)
on Tuesday announced it is considering whether to
appeal against the decision to
clear England’s James Anderson
and India’s Ravindra Jadeja over
their recent spat. World cricket’s
governing body said it “has received
and is considering“ the written
decision of judicial commissioner
Gordon Lewis, who found the pair
not guilty of breaching the ICC’s
code of conduct following a disciplinary hearing in
Southampton last Friday. The ICC added: “As per Section
8.3.2 of the ICC Code of Conduct, ICC chief executive
David Richardson has seven days until Sunday, 10
August to consider whether to lodge an appeal against the
decision. “The ICC will make no further comment on this
matter until the decision has been made.” India charged
fast bowler Anderson and England counter-charged allrounder Jadeja regarding an incident that took place on
the second day of the drawn first Test at Trent Bridge in
Nottingham on July 10. Anderson and Jadeja, batting at
the time.
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